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210161211422add-remove-media-icons For Microsoft, the PC is the operating system. Every new feature is introduced first on
the PC and then later it is added to the phone. It is the primary platform, it is the default channel for the customer and the most
powerful device for creating experiences. Microsoft is currently focusing on three major areas of mobile computing. Those are
the productivity apps like Microsoft 365, Microsoft Intune and Microsoft Remote App. Microsoft Phone is its own OS which
takes care of all OS functions. Windows is its own OS and another area of focus is Windows apps. Windows for businesses is
the other major area of focus. Microsoft has always worked on pushing apps for the Windows Phone OS. They have built most
of the apps from scratch. That’s why they called it Windows Phone. Microsoft is trying to grow its product portfolio for its
mobile platforms. Microsoft Edge is a browser and not an app, that’s why it is bundled with Windows. Windows for Business
app is a app store and is built for businesses. It’s not available to the general public yet. Microsoft is going to be focusing on
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three platforms in 2019. Microsoft Edge: Microsoft Edge is the new browser for Windows 10. Microsoft Edge is built on
Chromium and hence is an open source project. Microsoft Edge is built with the new EdgeHTML rendering engine. It is the
fastest browser, it supports extensions and it also supports the Microsoft Edge extensions store. Microsoft Edge is the default
browser for Windows 10 Mobile and Windows 10 Enterprise devices. Microsoft Edge uses a Windows-specific mode called
Windows-Proper. Microsoft is betting heavily on Microsoft Edge. Microsoft Edge is going to be the primary platform for the
Cortana and Outlook experiences. Microsoft Edge is the default browser and the default tab engine for Windows 10. It will be
on every Windows 10 device. Windows for Business: Windows 10 Enterprise is going to be getting a new business focused OS.
The new OS is built to be more reliable, secure and powerful. Microsoft is introducing Windows for Business for the phones
and tablet. It will have a two-factor authentication, the enterprise app store and it will have all the security and power of
Windows. Windows 10 S: Microsoft is focusing on the new Windows 10 Lite version. The new Windows 10 Lite edition is built
to be fast, secure, reliable and easy to manage. Microsoft is introducing Windows 10 Lite with single-user license. Microsoft
Edge is going to 82157476af
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